
High-level real estate expertise 
with the perfect perspective



Your success is our aim, your demands 
our benchmark – rely on the competence
of Engel & Völkers.



Opt for ultimate expertise – along 
with our broad range of services.
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With more than 30 years of experience and 
a long-range presence all over the world, 
Engel & Völkers is one of the leaders  
in brokering residential and commercial 
property, and is today represented in 
more than 30 countries on four conti-
nents. Our international network combined 
with the local market knowledge of our  
experts are the foundation of our success 
and bring inestimable benefits for buyers 
and sellers alike. In the field of commercial  

property we have more than 40 offices in 
Germany, Europe and the Middle East – 
with approx. 500 property experts ready 
to work on your behalf in the fields of  
investment, office and retail space, industrial 
properties and residential investment. Our 
brokered property volume of more than 
two billion euros proves that exceptional 
consulting skills pay off – more than one 
good reason for you to place your trust in 
Engel & Völkers Commercial.

Years of experience, global presence, 
local expertise – it all adds up to the 
best possible perspectives for you.
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Engel & Völkers:  

a strong brand

Our profile

 More than 30 years’ experience as a universal broker

 Market presence in more than 30 countries across four continents

 More than 40 commercial offices and around 400 residential property shops worldwide 

 Advisory expertise in all commercial divisions

 Germany’s number one* in brokering property

* Net turnover 2008, source: 2008 Broker Ranking, published in Immobilienmanager No. 09/2009



Our in-depth service expertise, which aims 
at the successful brokering of multiple dwel- 
lings, residential buildings and commercial 
premises, has made us into Germany’s 
market leader in the field of investment 
properties. This has been a result of our 
blanket coverage combined with top-class 
knowledge of the market by our experts  
on location. By systematically analysing 
the segment of the market concerned, we 
can reliably evaluate vacant properties and 
quickly achieve the best possible terms of 

sale for property owners. Our local know-
ledge also pays off for those interested in 
buying, especially since we are continuous-
ly in dialogue with property owners in all 
the relevant target areas – which is in itself 
the ideal basis for quickly finding exactly 
the right investment property for you. 
Whichever the case, we advise and support 
you throughout the entire decision-making 
process and all the way to the conclusion 
of a contract, all the time making sure that 
your trust in us has been well invested.

From the evaluation of properties  
to investment strategies – being the 
market leader*, we know what is needed.

Our services 

 Analysis of properties and assessment of their potential 

 Marketing strategies

 Selection of prospective buyers

 Analysis of needs

 Investment strategies

 Selection of properties and tender of bids

* Net turnover 2008, source: 2008 Broker Ranking, published in Immobilienmanager No. 09/2009
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Few markets are as varied as the office 
property market in terms of what is on  
offer and what clients require. That is why 
it is all the more important to match the  
attributes of a property as carefully as  
possible with the requirements of users. If 
you are looking for a property to rent,  
we begin by performing a detailed space  
requirement analysis, after which we will 

identify properties suitable for you and 
then assist you in matters relating to your 
tenancy agreement. If you are offering  
office space, you will benefit from the  
expertise of our experienced marketing 
team – whether you are looking for suita-
ble tenants, looking to optimise the usage 
of your space, or creating a new usage and 
marketing concept for your property.

From the profound analysis of needs 
to the successful renting – our experts 
will find the best solution for you.

Our services 

 Market and location analysis 

 Assessment of needs of particular properties

 Selection of properties 

 Strategic advice 

 Market price evaluation and assessment of potential 

 Marketing strategy

 Selection potential tenants and contract management

Office 
Services
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Successful companies today must adapt 
quickly and flexibly to new market  
requirements. Relocating at short notice, 
optimising transport chains and reorganis-
ing tenancy agreements – these matters  
demand property expertise and knowledge 
of regional markets. Whether you’re in  
logistics, production or wholesale, we  
support your company with an innovative, 
all-inclusive strategy tailored to your  
particular needs. If you are looking for a 

property, we assist you with an analysis of 
your needs and cost-to-benefit require-
ments, right through to the acquisition of  
a property and the drawing-up of your  
contracts. If you intend to optimise a  
building or market industrial properties, 
our experts will quickly identify where  
and to what extent you need to take action 
– as well as the adjustments you need to 
make in order to achieve the best possible 
terms for your company. 

Recognizing the benefits of locations 
and optimising spaces – we develop 
strategies to give you competitiveness.

Our services 

  Market and location analysis 

  Assessment of needs

  Selection of properties

  Strategic advice

  Assessment of potential

  Marketing strategy and property marketing

  Selection of potential clients and contract management

Industrial 
Services
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If you want to rise to the challenges of the 
market you need to be acquainted with 
what is happening locally. This applies to 
globally expanding chain-store operators 
as well as to family-run retailers. With our 
many years of experience and the valuable 
contacts we maintain with local owners in 
Germany and abroad, we learn early about 
vacant properties, project developments 

and people currently looking for space to 
rent, whether in rural or in urban surround-
ings. From the acquisition of prop erties in 
high-traffic areas and strategic expansion 
planning, all the way to profitable marketing 
of retail space: we develop solutions  
customised to your requirements and to 
provide you with the best possible outlook.

Whether retail enterprise or chain-
store operation – our local expertise 
guarantees you clear advantages.

Our services 

 Market and location analysis 

 Assessment of needs

 Strategic advice

 Marketing strategy

 Selection of potential clients and contract management

Retail 
Services
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Turning value into growth requires you to 
be close to the market and yet far-sighted. 
When it comes to marketing capital- 
intensive property and complex portfolios, 
Engel & Völkers Commercial offers you 
valuable strategic support on many levels. 
Firstly, our experts know the local markets 
in detail and how to assess the local  
investment climate. Secondly, our global 
network enables us, and therefore you, to 

access numerous private and institutional 
investors in Germany and abroad. And if 
you are interested in buying property, you 
will also benefit from our comprehensive 
local knowledge of markets, as well as our 
property-related expertise. We offer you a 
high degree of flexibility and transparency 
when you make your decisions – and by 
doing so, help your property matters to 
succeed as quickly as possible. 

Commercial properties are a matter 
for experts – after all, the goal is to 
maximise potential.

Our services 

  Property analysis and property evaluation

  Development of rental strategies 

  Assessment of regional investment climate 

  Structured data processing (rental price development, predicted returns, 
marketing periods, non-occupancy figures, etc.)

  Strategic consulting and contract management 

Investment
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Qualified financial and analytical advice is 
becoming more and more important for 
anyone wanting to increase the value of 
their property portfolio. Our independent 
consultancy services pursue one primary 
objective: making facts as clear as possible 
for you. All Engel & Völkers Advisory 
experts have profound professional ex-
perience, in-depth fiscal knowledge and  
comprehensive expertise in the evaluation 

of all kinds of property, from residential 
and business properties, industrial, office 
and retail properties to specialised proper-
ties. An advisory volume of more than six 
billion euros along with several hundred 
portfolio and individual property evalu-
ations over the past three years speak  
for themselves – and for the trust our  
clients place in us. 

Analytic expertise and far-reaching 
advisory competence – our strengths 
are your benefit.

Our services 

  Evaluation of property using national and international methods

  Due diligence tests

  Portfolio analyses

  Project management

  Balance sheet-neutral property structuring

  Identification of investors and construction and leasing companies 

Advisory
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The international Engel & Völkers network 
comprises a total of 440 offices in more 
than 30 countries – an inestimable advan-
tage for you, since our top-level synergies 
in residential and commercial property 
connect us with a large number of affluent 
private and corporate clients, giving us  
insight into relevant projects at an early 
stage. Whether you are an owner or look-
ing for a property, you benefit from the 
quality and quantity of our contacts. Our 

cross-industry commercial property exper-
tise has made us one of Germany’s leading 
service companies today – which is the 
ideal basis for our continued expansion. 
With commercial offices in countries such 
as the Netherlands, Denmark, Switzerland, 
Austria, the Czech Republic, Portugal,  
Rumania, Qatar und South Africa, we are 
already present in numerous attractive 
markets beyond the borders of Europe.

We offer you worldwide connections – 
along with highly valuable synergies in  
residential and commercial property.

Your benefits 

  Global presence with around 440 offices worldwide

  Powerful synergies in residential and commercial property 

  Direct access to wealthy private and commercial clients 

  Optimal transfer of market information 

  One contact person for all property matters 

International 
Network
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National
Aachen
Phone: +49-(0)241-46 31 21 00
AachenCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Baden-Baden
Phone: +49-(0)7221-39 79 90
BadenBadenCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Berlin
Phone: +49-(0)30-20 34 60
BerlinCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Bielefeld
Phone: +49-(0)521-525 10 90
BielefeldCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Bonn  
Phone: +49-(0)228-850 50 90
BonnCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Braunschweig
Phone: +49-(0)531-213 69 00
BraunschweigCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Bremen/Oldenburg
Phone: +49-(0)421-989 84 90
BremenCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Darmstadt
Phone: +49-(0)6151-492 94 97
DarmstadtCommercial@engelvoelkers.com 

Dortmund/Bochum
Phone: +49-(0)231-533 83 20
DortmundCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Dresden/Leipzig
Phone: +49-(0)351-65 57 80
DresdenCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Duisburg  
Phone: +49-(0)203-317 39 90
DuisburgCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Düsseldorf/Krefeld
Phone: +49-(0)211-863 20 40
DuesseldorfCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Essen
Phone: +49-(0)201-89 45 90
EssenCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Frankfurt
Phone: +49-(0)69-24 75 75 50
FrankfurtCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Fribourg
Phone: +49-(0)761-703 87 80
FreiburgCommercial@engelvoelkers.com
 

 
Hamburg/Kiel/Lübeck 
Phone: +49-(0)40-36 13 10
HamburgCommercial@engelvoelkers.com
 
Hanover/Göttingen
Phone: +49-(0)511-36 80 20
HannoverCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Karlsruhe
Phone: +49-(0)721-530 77 00
KarlsruheCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Köln
Phone: +49-(0)221-29 94 66 00
KoelnCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Konstanz
Phone: +49-(0)7531-36 29 90
KonstanzCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Lüdenscheid
Phone: +49-(0)2351-35 93 30
LuedenscheidCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Mannheim/Ludwigshafen
Phone: +49-(0)621-400 40 70
MannheimCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Mönchengladbach
Phone: +49-(0)2161-94 64 70
MoenchengladbachCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Munich
Phone: +49-(0)89-210 19 20
MuenchenCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Münster
Phone: +49-(0)251-60 93 10
MuensterCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Nuremberg
Phone: +49-(0)911-214 30 30
NuernbergCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Potsdam
Phone: +49-(0)331-27 91 00
PotsdamCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Stuttgart
Phone: +49-(0)711-758 58 20
StuttgartCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Wiesbaden/Mainz
Phone: +49-(0)611-950 17 30
WiesbadenCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Wuppertal
Phone: +49-(0)202-669 30 40
WuppertalCommercial@engelvoelkers.com
 

International
Amsterdam 
Phone: +31-(0)202-40 02 60
AmsterdamCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Bern 
Phone: +41-(0)31-550 15 10
BernCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Bucharest 
Phone: +40-(0)37-277 79 80
BucharestCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Copenhagen
Phone: +45-70-20 47 11
CopenhagenCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Doha 
Phone: +974-443 44 36
DohaCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Dubai 
Phone: +971-4-325 95 44
UAE@engelvoelkers.com

Fredericia 
Phone: +45-70-20 47 11
FredericiaCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Haarlem 
Phone: +31-(0)235-34 42 29
HaarlemCommercial@engelvoelkers.com 

Istanbul 
Phone: +90-212-216 96 00
IstanbulCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Johannesburg/Pretoria 
Phone: +27-(0)12-346 77 77
PretoriaCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Lisbon 
Phone: +351-21-315 74 34
LisbonCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Prague 
Phone: +42-(0)233-09 10 11
PragueCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Vienna 
Phone: +43-(0)1-961 50 00
ViennaCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

Zurich 
Phone: +41-(0)44-206 15 15
ZurichCommercial@engelvoelkers.com

44 offices, one device -
we are right there where you are.

Our corporate profile -
diverse and unique.

The Engel & Völkers success story began in Hamburg in 1977 with the brokering of high-quality residential 
property. Today our strong brand fronts a globally renowned company offering a comprehensive range of 
services on every aspect of property. 

The Commercial division founded in 1988 specialises in the brokering of commercial property: residential 
and commercial properties, office, industrial and retail space, and investment properties. Currently there are 
more than 40 commercial offices in Germany, Europe, South Africa and the Middle East. 

Capital AG was founded in 2008 and focuses on the issuing of high-end investment fund products. This 
division benefits from the brand, the global network and the comprehensive market and property expertise 
of Engel & Völkers AG. 

This division was founded in 2004 and specialises in tailored marketing strategies, pan-European sales and 
customised consultancy services for high-end property resorts abroad.

The Yachting division was added to Engel & Völkers’ broad service spread in 2007. Its business comprises 
the buying and selling of high-end yacht assets, as well as chartering, the management of yacht-building and 
conversion projects, plus professional advice in yacht management. 

The company’s own publishing house, Grund Genug, has been publishing the architecture and lifestyle 
magazine GG in four languages since 1988. This internationally renowned quarterly magazine presents 
reports, home stories and travel tips alongside exclusive property from all over the world. 



www.engelvoelkers.com


